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Abstract 

This paper examines two prominent theoretical conceptions of populism – as ideology 

and as discourse – through the lens of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, with a focus on 

supporters of Bernie Sanders who ultimately voted for Donald Trump in the general 

election.  Through an analysis of some of these voters’ social media posts, I ultimately 

determine that 1) populist sentiment was the overwhelming common factor among these 

voters, and 2) only the populism-as-discourse model adequately explained the election’s 

results.  The lack of ideological commonalities between the two candidates, the similarity 

in the rhetorical frames which both men employed, the events of the election itself, and 

the rationales put forth by the voters in question all lend support to these conclusions.  

This paper’s findings have ramifications not only for the academic debate to which they 

contribute, but for understanding the results of 2016’s election and the populist 

phenomenon in general. 



Introduction 

I recall the US presidential election of 2016 as a strange little drama, a whirlwind 

of colorful characters and improbable events.  Perhaps I paid extra attention because it 

was the first election I was eligible to vote in, but in many ways the contest was just flat-

out abnormal.  In fact, the day before voters headed to the polls, NPR’s website published 

a piece listing the 65 “firsts,” “mosts,” and “biggests” that made 2016’s race “The Most 

Unprecedented Election Ever.”1 

Much of the unprecedentedness seemed to swirl around the candidacy of Hillary 

Rodham Clinton, the Democratic Party’s nominee that year.  The former Secretary of 

State’s impressive résumé, strong early ground game, well-coordinated outreach efforts, 

and laundry list of endorsements all made an appearance in the NPR article.  When she 

clinched the Democratic nomination, she became the first major-party female nominee in 

American history.2 

In vying for that space on the ballot, however, she faced stiff competition from 

Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders.  The self-avowed socialist was not a member of the 

Democratic Party, having held office as an independent for the bulk of his decades-long 

career; nonetheless, he attracted a substantial core of loyal supporters and refused to 

concede the primary race until the bitter end.3 

                                                 
1 Danielle Kurtzleben, “The Most Unprecedented Election Ever?  65 Ways It Has Been,” NPR.org, July 3, 

2016, https://www.npr.org/2016/07/03/484214413/the-most-unprecedented-election-ever-65-ways-it-has-

been. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes, Shattered: Inside Hillary Clinton’s Doomed Campaign (New York: 

Crown, 2017), 46. 
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Clinton’s eventual opponent in the general election would seem, at first glance, to 

be Sanders’ polar opposite.  Whereas Sanders spent his campaign railing against 

billionaires and advancing a socially liberal agenda, Donald Trump was an immigration 

hawk who made regular appearances on Forbes lists.  And in contrast to the experienced 

and well-polished Clinton, Trump had never run for office before (although he’d floated a 

run on several other occasions) and seemingly couldn’t go a week without embroiling 

himself in a controversy.  By the time November 6 rolled around, most analysts agreed 

that the election was Clinton’s to lose.4 

That wasn’t quite the case.   

Trump won in an electoral landslide, netting 306 votes to Clinton’s 232.  (Clinton 

won the popular vote by just shy of 3 million votes.)5  What had thrown the pundits off?  

Unexpected GOP wins in the traditionally blue-leaning states of Wisconsin, 

Pennsylvania, and Michigan, which Trump clinched by narrow margins. 

 As analysts tried to determine exactly where they’d gone wrong, pollster G. 

Elliott Morris Tweeted the following: 

 

Sanders -> Trump voters… 

WI: 51k 

MI: 47k 

PA: 116k 

 

                                                 
4 Maya Rhodan and David Johnson, “Here Are 7 Electoral College Predictions for Tuesday,” Time, 

November 8, 2016, http://time.com/4561625/electoral-college-predictions/. 
5 “Presidential Election Results: Donald J. Trump Wins,” The New York Times, August 9, 2017, 

https://www.nytimes.com/elections/2016/results/president. 
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Trump win margin… 

WI: 22k 

MI: 10k 

PA: 44k 

 

¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 6 

 

Within days, the story of the party-switching Sanders voters had been picked up 

by NPR,7 Vox,8 and the Washington Post,9 among others.  Most of these stories found 

little in the way of a conclusive explanation for the switch, instead simply pointing out 

demographic differences between Sanders-Trump and Sanders-Clinton voters without a 

great deal of extrapolation; none attempted to analyze the motives or rationales of the 

voters themselves.  These authors can perhaps be forgiven for not attempting a deeper 

dive into such a confusing phenomenon.  After all, what meaningful commonalities could 

exist between candidates so far apart on the political spectrum? 

 Populism, argue J. Eric Oliver and Wendy Rahn.  They claim that both Trump 

and Sanders mounted populist campaigns, “pit[ting] a virtuous ‘people’ against nefarious, 

parasitic elites who seek to undermine the rightful sovereignty of the common folk.”  The 

                                                 
6 John Sides, “Did enough Bernie Sanders supporters vote for Trump to cost Clinton the election?” The 

Washington Post, August 24, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-

cage/wp/2017/08/24/did-enough-bernie-sanders-supporters-vote-for-trump-to-cost-clinton-the-

election/?utm_term=.c0a63e5de663. 
7 Danielle Kurtzleben, “Here’s How Many Bernie Sanders Supporters Ultimately Voted For Trump,” 

NPR.org, August 24, 2017, https://www.npr.org/2017/08/24/545812242/1-in-10-sanders-primary-voters-

ended-up-supporting-trump-survey-finds. 
8 Jeff Stein, “The Bernie voters who defected to Trump, explained by a political scientist,” August 24, 

2017, Vox.com, https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/8/24/16194086/bernie-trump-voters-study. 
9 Sides. 
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success of these two candidates leads these authors to describe populism as a “central 

feature” of the 2016 election.10 

 Populism, posits Stephanie Brookes, at least if you take the folks on television at 

their word.  In her analysis of American and Australian media coverage of the election, 

she found that “both Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders were consistently constructed in 

daily news coverage and explanatory pieces as running ‘populist’ campaigns, albeit at 

opposite ends of the political spectrum.”11 

 Populism, says William A. Galston, who describes “the populist movement” as a 

key factor in the election’s outcome.12    

 But what is populism, exactly?  What can populism tell us about the nature of this 

switch?  And what can this switch tell us about the nature of populism?  The authors I’ve 

cited above, and indeed most lines of scholarly inquiry to date, largely shy away from 

these questions. 

 In this paper, I argue for the following answers:  

• that populism is a rhetorical structure organized largely along the same lines that 

Oliver and Rahn propose,  

• that populist sentiment explains many voters’ rationales for switching parties in 

the general election, and  

                                                 
10 J. Eric Oliver and Wendy M. Rahn, “Rise of the Trumpenvolk: Populism in the 2016 Election,” Annals of 

the American Academy of Political and Social Science 667, no. 1 (2017): 190. 
11 Stephanie Brookes, “What do we mean when we talk about populism?  Local politics, global movements 

and ‘the people’,” Media, Culture and Society 40, no. 8 (2018), 1252-1269. 
12 William A. Galston, “The 2016 U.S. Election: The Populist Movement,” Journal of Democracy 28, no. 2 

(2017). 
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• that the nature of the Sanders-to-Trump voting phenomenon provides strong 

evidence that populism functions not as a political ideology or belief system in 

itself, but rather as a discourse or means of organizing one.  

 I believe that the 2016 presidential election provides an invaluable proving ground 

for much of what has been theorized about populism across academic disciplines, and to 

that end I will conduct an analysis of not only the race’s events, but the self-asserted logic 

of Trump-voting Sanders supporters. I feel that a careful examination of this phenomenon 

will serve to provide the public with a more thorough understanding of the workings of 

this truly unprecedented election. 
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The Theory: Ideology vs. Discourse 

 

As with many conflicts in academia, it’s easy to dismiss the debate over the 

nature of populism as a tempest in a terminological teacup.  While the definitions are (as 

several of the scholars I cite point out) quite similar on the surface, in this case the 

semantic differences are significant.  Per one definition, the thing we call “populism” is a 

belief in itself, albeit one which needs to be combined with a more fully-formed ideology 

in order to form the basis for political mobilization; according to the other it is not an 

ideology at all but rather an argumentative structure.  In layman’s terms, is populism a 

way of thinking or a thought in itself?  The answer has broad implications for the way we 

conceive of populism’s role in modern-day politics – especially when analyzing the flow 

of supporters between “populist” candidates with little other ideological common ground. 

 

Populism as Discourse 

The discourse theory of populism, which I will go on to associate with the 

discipline of rhetorical studies, is generally attributed to political scientist Ernesto Laclau 

and his 1977 work “Towards a Theory of Populism”, in which he concluded that “[a] 

movement is not populist because in its politics or ideology it presents actual contents 

identifiable as populist, but because it shares a particular logic of articulation of these 

contents.”13  He posits that this logic of representation centers around “an analogical basis 

                                                 
13 Ernesto Laclau, “Towards a Theory of Populism,” in Ernesto Laclau: Post-Marxism, Populism, and 

Critique, ed. David Horwath, 147. 
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which is ‘the people,’”14 emphasizes and places value on “the relative continuity of 

popular traditions,”15 and features a “’people’/power bloc contradiction” prominently in 

its rhetoric.16  

 Although Laclau’s scholarship is the most widely cited conceptualization of 

populism-as-discourse, I place the start of this field of inquiry two years earlier with 

rhetorician Michael McGee’s “In Search Of ‘The People’: A Rhetorical Alternative” 

(1975).  The focus of McGee’s work is on the oft-invoked “People” of political rhetorics 

throughout time and around the world.  McGee posits the “People” as a “political myth”17 

given life when a populist figurehead “actualizes his audience’s predisposition to act, 

thus creating a united ‘people’ whose collective power will warrant any ‘reform’ against 

any other power on earth.”18  McGee notes that this “predisposition to act” stems from 

“political myths of collective life”19 and leans heavily on popular, “common-sense” 

reasoning – more or less Laclau’s argument minus the loaded “-ism” term. 

 McGee’s work is also significant in that it calls attention to the area of 

disciplinary overlap in which this debate would occur, speaking of “the reciprocal 

relationship between rhetoric and social theory – implicitly, it is suggested that a central 

concept in rhetoric (‘audience/people’) is better understood within the meanings and 

intentions of social philosophy than those of logic or the philosophy of science; further, it 

is argued that attention to the use of the concept ‘people’ in rhetorical documents can 

                                                 
14 Ibid, 124 
15 Ibid, 125 
16 Ibid, 128 
17 Michael C. McGee, “In Search Of ‘The People’: A Rhetorical Alternative,” Quarterly Journal of Speech 

61, no. 3 (1975): 242. 
18 Ibid, 241. 
19 Ibid, 243 
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illuminate serious problems which have plagued the development of social theories.”20  

McGee anticipated that certain political scenarios might best be explained not through the 

occasionally stifling lenses of political science or sociology, but via the more limber 

apparatus of discursive studies – a claim which anticipates the central focus of this paper.   

 Substantially in agreement with McGee and Laclau – and providing a certain 

amount of connective tissue between the former’s “invoked people” and the latter’s 

“populism” – is Margaret Canovan’s 1984 piece “‘People,’ Politicians, and Populism.”  

Canovan describes the term “people” as being used in two senses: to describe a nation in 

general, which is roughly the sense in which McGee uses the term, and to describe a 

group of social underdogs – “the common man”21– which forms, as per Laclau, a 

contradiction with the power bloc.  More recently, Michael Lee has offered a concise set 

of parameters for identifying populist discourse in his 2006 paper “The Populist 

Chameleon: The People’s Party, Huey Long, George Wallace, and the Populist 

Argumentative Frame.” “Specifically,” he writes, “populism begins with the constitution 

of a virtuous ‘people,’ then envisions a robust ‘enemy,’ decries the current ‘system,’ and 

finally finds the promise of reform in ‘apocalyptic confrontation.’”22  While Lee’s 

definition includes elements outside the general consensus of most scholarship on this 

topic, his support for the notion of populism as an “argumentative frame” puts him firmly 

in the discourse-theory camp. 

 

                                                 
20 Ibid, 238. 
21 Margaret Canovan, “’People’, Politicians, and Populism,” Government and Opposition 19, no. 3 (1984): 

88. 
22 Michael Lee, “The Populist Chameleon: The People’s Party, Huey Long, George Wallace, and the 

Populist Argumentative Frame,” Quarterly Journal of Speech 92, no.4 (2006): 358. 
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Populism as Ideology 

The most frequently cited conceptualization of populism in the field of political 

science is that attributed to Cas Mudde, who describes populism as “a thin-centered 

ideology that considers society to be ultimately separated into two homogenous and 

antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’ and ‘the corrupt elite’, and which argues that 

politics should be an expression of the…general will of the people.”23  (He uses 

Freeden’s [1998] definition of a “thin-centered ideology” as exhibiting “a restricted core 

attached to a narrower range of political concepts”24 and possessing the ability to “attach” 

itself to other ideologies, from socialism to environmentalism.)  Mudde dismisses 

Laclau’s theory as “on the one hand, extremely abstract, and on the other hand, 

[proposing] a concept of populism that becomes so vague and malleable it loses much of 

its analytic utility.”25  Still, he claims that his own definition “comes very close to most 

definitions of populism as discourse and political style/strategy, in the sense that it agrees 

on the content” of populism as a concept.26 

 For Mudde, populism as an ideology consists of three “core components”: the 

people, the elite, and the general will.  He states that populism has two “direct opposites” 

in elitism and pluralism.27  Concepts of “the people” and “the elite”, as we have seen, are 

common to most definitions of populism regardless of disciplinary origin; the “general 

will” less so.   

                                                 
23 Cas Mudde, “The Populist Zeitgeist,” Government and Opposition 39, no. 4 (2004): 543. 
24 Michael Freeden, “Is Nationalism a Distinct Ideology?” Political Studies 46, no. 4 (1998): 750. 
25 Cas Mudde and Cristóbal Rovira Kaltwasser, “Populism and (liberal) democracy: a framework for 

analysis,” in Populism in Europe and the Americas: Threat or Corrective for Democracy? ed. Cas Mudde 

and Cristóbal Rovira Kaltwasser, 7. 
26 Ibid, 9. 
27 Ibid. 
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 To be clear, while Mudde’s definition is the most commonly cited, his scholarship 

– like Laclau’s – was neither the first nor the only work to advance the substance of his 

ideas.  An earlier book, the aptly-titled Populism by Paul Taggart, also posits populism as 

an ideology which “lacks core values” – not a contradiction of Mudde’s assertion, but 

rather a nontechnical means of describing a thin-centered ideology.28  And in 2004, the 

same year Mudde debuted his now-ubiquitous definition, Margaret Canovan wrote a 

second paper calling for a more thorough inspection of populism through an ideological 

lens, claiming the existence of “a gap in the current ideological spectrum that could be 

filled by a distinctively populist picture.”29   

Thus far, the most substantial treatment of the debate itself has been Paris 

Aslanidis’ 2016 paper in Political Studies entitled “Is Populism an Ideology?  A 

Refutation and a New Perspective.”  Aslanidis critiques Mudde’s theory, which he 

describes as the “dominant theoretical paradigm,”30 on grounds of logical consistency.  

He asserts, among other things, that there is no clear cutoff point for an ideology’s 

“thinness”31; that elitism and pluralism could not be ideological populism’s opposites 

since they are not ideologies 32; and that, since populist rhetoric can “be identified within 

discursive data produced by political actors,”33 it is possible to speak of “degrees” of 

populism, whereas “[w]hen core facets of an ideology are contested, the normal outcome 

is the birth of a subtype of the original ideology” rather than a diminished “degree” of 

                                                 
28 Paul Taggart, Populism, Buckingham, UK: Open University Press, 2000.   
29 Margaret Canovan, “Populism for political theorists?” Journal of Political Ideologies 9, no. 3 (2004): 

245. 
30 Paris Aslanidis, “Is populism an ideology? A refutation and a new perspective,” Political Studies 64, no. 

1 (2016): 89. 
31 Ibid, 90. 
32 Ibid, 91. 
33 Ibid, 93. 
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that ideology.34  Finally, he claims that “[p]ortraying populism as ideology swells the 

scope and purported impact of the phenomenon and forces analysts to take sides in favor 

of or against it” rather than researching it objectively.35  “If we do away with the 

unnecessary ideological clause in Mudde’s (2004) formulation,” he writes, “we are left 

with a purely discursive definition: populism modestly becomes a discourse, invoking the 

supremacy of popular sovereignty to claim that corrupt elites are defrauding ‘the People’ 

of their rightful political authority.”36   

While Aslanidis makes several relevant points, he does nothing to move the 

debate out of the realm of abstractions with any sort of overarching real-world example.  

Perhaps this didn’t seem feasible - no political movement exists in a vacuum, and there 

are any number of difficulties inherent in isolating populism’s role in a given candidacy.  

But in the case of the 2016 election, we see two contemporary movements which seem to 

have had little in common other than populism, and furthermore a distinct point of 

electoral overlap exists between the two.  This election, therefore, provides a perhaps 

unprecedented opportunity to hold the existing theory up to a real-world yardstick. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
34 Ibid, 92. 
35 Ibid, 94. 
36 Ibid, 96. 
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The Election: Trump vs. Clinton vs. Sanders 

 As Aslanidis points out, there is in fact substantial agreement across this debate as 

to the hallmarks of populism: the “people” asserting their right to self-rule despite the 

oppression of corrupt, powerful elites.  Given this consensus, it is possible to determine 

whether or not populist dynamics were at play in this election even before we address the 

question of populism’s nature.  With these identifying criteria in mind, then, let us turn to 

the race itself.  

The Primaries 

Hillary Clinton, a former New York senator, ex-First Lady, and Secretary of State 

under President Obama, was the first of these three candidates to announce her bid for the 

presidency.37  On April 12, 2015, she launched a slickly-produced video featuring the 

stories of everyday people preparing for a big change in their lives – moving, getting 

married, applying for citizenship.  “I’m getting ready to do something, too,” Clinton said 

in a voice-over before the camera cut to her standing on a sidewalk in a jacket and red 

shirt.  “I’m running for president.”38  Her platform included addressing the gender wage 

gap, raising taxes on the wealthy, imposing new regulations on Wall Street, expanding 

the Affordable Care Act, overturning the Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens United, 

and “comprehensive immigration reform with a path to citizenship.”39  

                                                 
37 Lauren Gambino and Madhvi Pankhania, “How we got here: a complete timeline of 2016’s historic US 

election,” The Guardian, November 8, 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/nov/07/us-

election-2016-complete-timeline-clinton-trump-president. 
38 Hillary Clinton's 2016 Presidential Campaign Announcement (OFFICIAL), video file, YouTube, posted 

April 12, 2015, https://youtu.be/N708P-A45D0. 
39 Lauren Carroll, “Hillary Clinton’s top 10 campaign promises,” Politifact, July 22, 2016, 

https://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/article/2016/jul/22/hillary-clintons-top-10-campaign-promises/. 
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Bernie Sanders, a longtime senator from Vermont and self-proclaimed democratic 

socialist, entered the race a few weeks later in a much less polished fashion.  While he’d 

initially planned to announce his candidacy via a press conference in the Capitol 

Building, Senate rules prevented him from doing so.  He then contacted the DNC and 

asked if he could use their old headquarters for the presser, but his request was denied.  

The announcement was hastily moved to a grassy area near the Capitol.40  Despite the 

last-minute location change, Sanders drew a considerable number of both media 

representatives and curious onlookers,41 to whom he promised “a political revolution to 

transform our country economically, politically, socially and environmentally.”42  Like 

Clinton, he favored a hike in the federal minimum wage; his other policies included 

national single-payer healthcare, free public college tuition, breaking up the nation’s 

biggest banks, and reducing America’s involvement in the Middle East.43 

 Neither of these candidates, however, made as big a splash as Donald Trump did 

with his candidacy announcement on June 16th.  After riding down the grand golden 

escalator of Trump Tower New York with his wife Melania, a former supermodel, he 

gave an ad-hoc speech lasting the better part of an hour to the assembled press.  The 

speech included his now-infamous line about the need for a wall to stop illegal 

immigration from Mexico:  “When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their 

best….they’re bringing drugs, they’re bringing crime, they’re rapists.  And some, I 

assume, are good people.”44  Corey Lewandowski and David Bossie, two former Trump 

                                                 
40 Allen and Parnes, 46. 
41 Ibid, 47. 
42 Gambino and Pankhania. 
43 Gerry Mullany, “Bernie Sanders on the Issues,” The New York Times, April 30, 2015, 

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/01/us/politics/bernie-sanders-on-the-issues.html. 
44 Corey R. Lewandowski and David N. Bossie, Let Trump Be Trump: The Inside Story of His Rise to the 

Presidency (New York: Hachette, 2017), 82-83. 
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campaign staffers, credit the wide publicity that the remarks received with exposing the 

campaign to a “huge swath of Republicans who hadn’t yet thought of voting for Donald 

Trump.”45   

 Trump’s platform was a stark departure from either Clinton’s or Sanders’.  His 

policies included dramatically increasing funding for the military, cutting federal 

regulations, shrinking the bureaucratic state, defunding Planned Parenthood, halting 

Muslim immigration to the US until the threat of ISIS was addressed, and building a wall 

along the Mexican border.46  The most significant points of overlap between the Trump 

and Sanders platforms were the candidates’ shared opposition to both the Trans-Pacific 

Partnership and military adventurism.47 

 The campaigns proceeded much as they had started.  Clinton, who had racked up 

millions of Super PAC dollars48 and reams of endorsements49 before even announcing her 

candidacy, benefitted from a dream team of seasoned campaign operatives.50 However, 

she entered the race dogged by a number of scandals, including her use of a private e-

mail server as Secretary of State and questions about her handling of the terrorist attack 

in Benghazi, Libya, which resulted in the deaths of four government personnel.51  Despite 

these criticisms, Sanders initially shied away from attacking Clinton outright, declaring at 

the first Democratic debate that “[t]he American people are sick and tired of hearing 

about your d[*]mn e-mails”.52   Instead, he focused on his platform, decrying capitalism 

                                                 
45 Ibid, 85. 
46 “Donald Trump,” Politiplatform, https://www.politiplatform.com/trump. 
47 “Bernie Sanders,” Politiplatform, https://www.politiplatform.com/sanders. 
48 Allen and Parnes, ix. 
49 Aaron Bycoffe, “The Endorsement Primary,” FiveThirtyEight, June 7, 2016, 

http://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2016-endorsement-primary/. 
50 Kurtzleben, “Unprecedented”. 
51 Gambino and Pankhania. 
52 Ibid. 
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in general and the financial sector in particular.  “Do I consider myself part of the casino 

capitalist process by which so few have so much and so many have so little, by which 

Wall Street’s greed and recklessness wrecked this economy?” he asked at the same 

debate.  “No, I don’t.”53 

 As the primaries heated up, however, the kid gloves came off.  At a debate in 

February of 2016, Clinton accused Sanders of an “artful smear” against her character, 

claiming he implied that she was corrupt without stating so outright.54  Soon afterwards 

Sanders began going after Clinton with the same heated rhetoric he’d once reserved for 

Wall Street cronies, calling his opponent out for giving paid speeches to big corporations 

with the implication that she was in their collective pocket.55  (“Secretary Clinton called 

them out!” he exclaimed at another debate after Clinton spoke of cracking down on Wall 

Street. “My goodness, they must have been really crushed by this. And was that before or 

after you received huge sums of money by giving speaking engagements? They must 

have been very, very upset by what you did.”)56  He also cried foul over what he 

perceived as the DNC’s favoritism towards Clinton, citing then-chairwoman Debbie 

Wasserman Schultz’s close ties with Clinton and a string of perceived slights to the 

Sanders campaign, including the press-conference snub.57  

Perhaps a bigger challenge for Sanders was the structure of the primary itself – 

the DNC’s complicated system for allocating delegates was not wholly based on the 

results of the state primaries.  Most controversially, this included over 700 delegates 

                                                 
53 Ibid. 
54 Allen and Parnes, 137. 
55 Ibid, 217. 
56 Jacob Brogan, “The Best Lines of the CNN Democratic Debate,” Slate, April 14, 2016, 

https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2016/04/hillary-clinton-and-bernie-sanders-best-lines-and-quotes-from-

the-cnn-democratic-debate.html 
57 Allen and Parnes, 217. 
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whose votes weren’t tied to the results of any precinct.  These so-called “superdelegates” 

were party bigwigs able to vote for whichever candidate they preferred,58 and 

overwhelmingly, that candidate was Hillary Clinton.  (Clinton had garnered 609 

superdelegate votes by the convention; Sanders earned only 47.)59 

 Meanwhile, Trump’s candidacy proved to be more than the flash in the pan that 

many pundits had written it off as.60  In a historically crowded primary race,61 he rose to 

the top of the polls in mid-July of 2015 and kept that position until the Republican 

convention.62  Trump didn’t shy away from ad-hominem attacks in the debates, skipping 

one event in Iowa altogether due to a feud with a moderator.63  But his antics were clearly 

making people pay attention: ratings for the debate that he skipped dropped forty 

percent.64  By March of 2016, Trump had racked up two billion dollars of earned media 

coverage, including $400 million just in February – and he’d spent a mere $10 million on 

ads.  (John Kasich, a relatively minor contender for most of the race, had spent $14 

million by that point.)65 

 Trump blustered his way through the primaries, earning delegates at a rapid pace.  

As the field cleared, he turned his attention to Clinton, who maintained her lead over 

Sanders thanks in part to the DNC’s delegate-allocation process.66  Throughout the 
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primary race, Trump had delighted in concocting derogatory nicknames for his 

opponents.  Having left “Low-Energy Jeb” and “Little Marco” in the dust, with “Lyin’ 

Ted” well-behind in the polls, he redirected his vitriol to the freshly-anointed “Crooked 

Hillary.”67  To a certain extent, he saw Sanders as a useful ally in this endeavor, tweeting: 

“I don't want to hit Crazy Bernie Sanders too hard yet because I love watching what he is 

doing to Crooked Hillary. His time will come!”68 

 By late May, Trump had secured the GOP’s nomination, and Sanders’ chances of 

victory appeared increasingly slim.  The Vermont senator, however, continued his 

primary fight until the bitter end, suspending his campaign only after President Obama 

formally endorsed Clinton and effectively ended the race.69   Sanders would deliver his 

own Clinton endorsement two weeks before the Democratic convention.70 

 And then came the e-mails. 

 A hacker going by the alias Guccifer 2.0 had somehow gotten ahold of internal 

DNC communications whose contents confirmed the suspicions of many Sanders 

supporters: the party’s leadership had shown favoritism to Clinton throughout the 

primary.  According to Donna Brazile, then a top DNC official, the leaked messages 

showed “senior members of the DNC staff speaking disrespectfully of Bernie and his 

supporters; one staff member had made an anti-Semitic remark….They mocked him for 

being an outsider, the very thing that had energized his supporters.”71 These e-mails were 

published to WikiLeaks mere days before the convention.72   
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Unsurprisingly, the convention did not go exactly as planned.  Some Sanders 

supporters picketed the event, and there were a number of “ugly” episodes on the 

convention floor.  The DNC did its best to run interference.  “Whenever Bernie 

supporters would hold up signs attacking Hillary,” Brazile said, event staff “would send 

people to stand in front of them with bigger signs to block those people out.  If someone 

from the Bernie faction left his seat, [we] would send a Hillary person as a replacement to 

dilute the negative energy.”73  

Despite the underlying drama, Clinton ultimately received her party’s nomination 

and the Guardian described the convention as “a tour de force.”74  In her acceptance 

speech, she touched on the historic nature of the honor: “When any barrier falls in 

America, for anyone, it clears the way for everyone.”  As Trump accepted the Republican 

nomination that same month, he addressed the tension between his iconoclastic rhetoric 

and his status as a member of the elite: “Nobody knows the system better than me, which 

is why I alone can fix it.”75 The two parties now had their candidates. 

 

The General Election 

There’s little doubt that Trump ultimately capitalized on the outrage among 

Sanders supporters.  “For all of those Bernie Sanders voters who will be left out in the 

cold by a rigged system of superdelegates, we welcome you with open arms,” he said.76 
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“Sad to watch Bernie Sanders abandon his revolution,” he later tweeted. “We welcome 

all voters who want to fix our rigged system and bring back our jobs.”77  While he 

chastised Sanders for his endorsement, comparing it to “Occupy Wall Street endorsing 

Goldman Sachs,”78 he used Sanders’ tragic figure to hammer home his accusations of 

corruption against Clinton: “You don't know who broke into DNC,” he said during the 

first presidential debate, “but what did we learn with DNC? We learn that Bernie Sanders 

was taken advantage of by your people.”79  In a subsequent debate he made reference to 

“the Bernie Sanders race, where you won, but not fair and square, in my opinion.”80 

Clinton also invoked Sanders frequently, citing his endorsement and their 

collaboration on the Democratic platform.81  Sanders was an active surrogate for her 

campaign and “busted his tail to fly all over the country to talk about why it made sense 

to elect Hillary Clinton,” according to a former spokesman.82  Clinton herself, 

meanwhile, felt confident enough in her prospects to take time away from campaigning 

that summer in order to fundraise in the Hamptons.83  “I don’t even think about 

responding to him anymore,” she said of Trump’s corruption accusations.  “I’m going to 

keep talking about what we want to do.”84  Given her double-digit lead in the polls and 
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the fact that her campaign offices outnumbered Trump’s 3 to 1 in key battleground states, 

it seemed like a luxury she could well afford.85 

In Mid-September, however, she shared one thought on Trump which would 

come back to haunt her.  At a $10,000-a-plate fundraiser at a renowned Wall Street 

restaurant, she said that, generally speaking, one could put about half of Trump’s 

supporters into “the basket of deplorables.”  Trump immediately seized on this, 

affectionately terming his followers “deplorables,” and the term is a staple of his 

campaign-trail rhetoric to this day.86 

Trump’s own disastrous hot-mic moment would come on October 7th, when a ten-

year-old voice recording of the candidate surfaced.  “You know, I’m automatically 

attracted to beautiful women,” he said on the tape.  “I just start kissing them. It’s like a 

magnet. You just kiss. I don’t even wait. When you’re a star they let you do it. You can 

do anything. Grab ’em by the p[*]ssy. You can do anything.”87  The backlash was 

immediate.  Many prominent Republican donors and politicians called for Trump to step 

aside,88 and the party’s chair presented the situation to Trump in stark terms: “One, you 

lose the biggest electoral landslide in American history and take everybody with you, or 

two, you can drop out of the race and let someone else be the nominee.”89  (“If the 

Republican party is going to run away from me,” Trump replied, “I will take you all 

down with me.  But I’m not going to lose.”)90   
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Publicly, however, the candidate proclaimed via Twitter:  “It is so nice that the 

shackles have been taken off me and I can now fight for America the way I want to.”91  

Thus unfettered, he proceeded to hold a pre-debate press conference with four women, 

three of whom had accused Bill Clinton of sexual misconduct ranging from harassment to 

rape,92 and one of whom was allegedly raped by a 41-year-old man when she was only 

twelve.  A young Hillary Clinton had been the man’s appointed attorney, and the accuser 

claimed that Clinton had gotten her client off through shady means, including slandering 

the girl’s character to the court.93  Trump then invited the women to watch the debate, 

which Bill Clinton would also attend, as his personal guests.94 

 One final debate and more than a few Trump snafus later, voters went to the polls 

for Election Day 2016.  Most pollsters believed that Clinton would win, and if the 

candidates’ choice of election-night venues was anything to go by, the candidates 

believed the pollsters.  Clinton’s campaign rented out the 840,000 square foot, $486 

million Jacob K. Javitz Center, a striking building on the Hudson River made mostly of 

glass, in a nod to the patriarchy-busting trope of “breaking the glass ceiling.”  The 

campaign outfitted the building with cannons that shot silver confetti, which could be 

used to create the illusion that the ceiling had literally shattered, and was rumored to have 

spent $7 million on celebratory fireworks.95  Trump, on the other hand, had rented a small 
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ballroom at the Hilton New York, noting in retrospect that his logic was “if we’re going 

to lose I don’t want a big ballroom.”96 

 Come November 9th, of course, the fireworks sat intact in their boxes and the 

confetti was scooped unceremoniously out of the cannons.  Following a “cordial” 

concession call from Clinton, Trump delivered a hastily-written victory speech at 3 

A.M,97 and American politics was never quite the same again. 

Populism’s Role 

From its very beginning, the election itself reads almost like a populist parable.  

Consider the campaign rollouts: Sanders, ejected from the DNC, gave a last-minute press 

conference on a Capitol side lawn; Trump, eschewing a teleprompter, went on an ad-hoc 

rant the length of a Netflix episode.  In their own ways, both rollouts were as different as 

could be from the slickly-produced Clinton video.   

Both Trump and Sanders – and, to a certain degree, even Clinton – decried the 

abuses of the “system” against common people.  The “system” of the Democratic Party in 

particular was a target for Sanders and later Trump, whereas Clinton was ultimately 

unable to detach herself from the apparatus.  She entered the general election with 

advantageous positioning both financially and in terms of her campaign apparatus, while 

Trump’s team referred to themselves as “the Island of the Misfit Toys”98 and faced a 

significant disadvantage on the ground.  While Clinton hobnobbed with donors in the 
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Hamptons, Trump crisscrossed the country on the campaign trail.  And the difference in 

election-night venues speaks for itself. 

Were this not enough to paint a populist picture in voters’ minds, the rhetoric of 

the three campaigns is certainly enough to drive the concept home.  Trump and Sanders 

denounced Clinton as corrupt both in her campaigning machinations and during her 

tenure in office.  Clinton, meanwhile, oscillated between ignoring Trump and declaring 

him and his supporters “deplorable,” echoing elitist rhetoric throughout the ages. 

In theory, therefore, this election fits very neatly within a populist paradigm.  But did it 

ultimately play a role in the choice of so many Sanders supporters to ultimately cast 

ballots for Trump? 
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The 12%: Ideas vs. Iconoclasm 

In hopes of finding an answer, I analyzed the reasoning of 51 people who self-

identified as having switched their support from Sanders to Trump.  These generally 

came in the form of posts on various social-media platforms.  When possible, I confirmed 

the authors’ political background by scrutinizing their social-media post histories.  (Some 

accounts were anonymous, generally citing a wish to avoid backlash from friends.)  I 

limited my time frame to posts published before the general election in order to avoid the 

perspective-warping effects of hindsight.   

33 of these narratives were originally posted on the notorious r/The_Donald 

subreddit.  The remaining 19 are derived from Twitter – 17 from individual accounts and 

two from outside media links posted by other users.  (One of these was a television 

interview; the other was a radio piece.)  20% of my sample self-identified as people of 

color.  While the anonymous nature of Reddit makes it hard to attribute a gender to most 

of the authors on that platform, of those for whom it was clearly stated about half were 

female.  According to exit polls, 47% of Trump voters were female and about 13% were 

from a minority racial background;99 while I couldn’t find racial or gender statistics for 

the Sanders-Trump voting bloc, the exit polls found that women and people of color 

leaned Democratic during the election, so it would make sense that these groups are more 

prevalent in my sample than in Trump’s base as a whole.  
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 Of the 26 subjects who gave some indication of their political positions prior to 

the 2016 primaries, 15 – or just over half – considered themselves politically left-leaning 

or, while not elaborating on their political affiliation, exclusively or almost exclusively 

expressed beliefs associated with the American political left.  2 were on the opposite end 

of the spectrum, having been initially conservative (or self-affiliating overwhelmingly 

with right-wing beliefs) and registering Democrat to vote for Sanders.  The remaining 

nine expressed beliefs associated with both sides of the political spectrum, sometimes 

self-identifying as independent.   

 Fewer subjects – a total of 19 – chose to elaborate on their support for Sanders.  

Of those, seven cited Sanders’ “anti-establishment” candidacy, his “outsider” status, or 

his stances against corruption.  A further five explicitly cited the populist nature of his 

candidacy – as one Twitter user put it, “[Clinton] is power OVER the people he is power 

OF the people!”100  The majority, 11 of the 19, specifically supported Sanders’ policy 

agenda.  (These figures do not total 19 because some subjects cited more than one reason 

for their support.) 

 So what motivated these individuals to disregard their candidate’s endorsement of 

the Democratic nominee? 

 Among the 48 subjects who provided this information, two motivations stood out: 

the corruption of the DNC in general or Hillary Clinton in particular (cited by 30 

subjects) and the failure of Sanders and/or his campaign to live up to the author’s ideals 

(cited by 13).  Only six cited specific policy issues as having motivated their switch. 
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 One Redditor, after watching both the Democratic and Republican conventions, 

concluded that “[t]he Media and main political establishments are a big cesspool of 

corruption.”101  Another chided Sanders for “selling out to one of the most deplorable 

human beings I've ever seen, a person who represents literally EVERYTHING he stood 

against,” saying that it “left me with a bad taste in my mouth regarding his sincerity for 

everything he's said.”102  “I supported Bernie and was screwed,” said a Twitter user.  

“@TheDemocrats and DNC are corrupt!”103  

 Perhaps the most interesting accounts came from those with high-level 

involvement in the Sanders campaign.  A Redditor who said they were “as high up as a 

volunteer as you could get without getting paid” claimed that the campaign “made 

promises to people and came no where [sic] close to meeting them.”104  Tezlyn Figaro, 

the campaign’s formal racial justice director, dropped her support after Sanders conceded 

the primary, stating that “[r]eal leaders do not fold” and exhorting her audience to “vote 

for Trump; vote for the outsider.”105  Bruce Carter, the founder of Black Men for Bernie, 

also dropped his support after Sanders’ concession and began helping the GOP with their 

inner-city outreach.106 
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 But if Clinton had to go, why Trump?  2016 was a particularly high-profile year 

for third-party candidates; there were certainly more palatable options for a protest vote.  

Indeed, many were explicit with their criticism: “I don’t agree with his ways and actions, 

and I’m hoping that he’ll change,” said one woman;107 the writer of an anonymous 

Atlantic op-ed stated that “I still think Trump is disgusting.”108 And of the 48 subjects 

who described their rationale behind a Trump vote, only 11 expressed support for any 

part of his platform, with only six of those supporting his agenda overall and just three 

supporting him based on policy alone.  Eight cited his character as being better than 

Clinton’s; eight thought a Trump vote was the only viable way to defeat her.   

 The bulk of his appeal for these voters seemed to rest in his status as “anti-

establishment” – 30 of my subjects cited this as a reason for their support.  “I have come 

to acknowledge that…the fundamental and foundational change required to fix our 

political system will not come from the Democratic Party as it stands today,” a Redditor 

explained.109  “I think it’s time we SHAKE the establishment to its CORE and start over.  

Make way for more BERNIES to shine and LESS corruption,” read one Twitter post.110  

Another user on the same platform described Trump as “the embodiment of the public 

finally being sick of establishment politics/media bulls[***].”111  There were many more 

comments in the same vein: “At least he could…make both parties have to change the 
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way they do business.”112  “He is the only chance we will have of putting a non 

establishment president in the white house.”113  “[H]e is an elite hated by other elites…he 

must be bad for them.”114 

 To some extent, Trump’s pandering to disenfranchised Sanders supporters seems 

to have paid off: “Trump had me at: ‘Bernie Sanders endorsing Hillary Clinton is like 

Occupy Wall Street endorsing Goldman Sachs,’”115 said one woman on Twitter.  Others 

were drawn to his attacks on Clinton herself: “Wow this is a Donald trump is [sic] can get 

behind,” read another post to the same platform. “No craziness. Just Plain talking facts. N 

let everyone know hillary Clinton is a crook!”116 

It’s hard to miss the strong populist themes here, particularly in the large number 

of supporters who viewed the “establishment” as “corrupt” and Sanders as a “sellout” for 

complying meekly with its wishes.  We see references to Trump and Sanders as 

embodying the feelings and/or will of the people as well as mentions of “plain talking” – 

speaking in a colloquial, accessible style with a minimum of oratorical embellishment.  

And then, of course, there are the indications that many of these subjects chose to turn a 

blind eye to Trump’s less desirable qualities in order to support an “anti-establishment” 

candidate.  Within this sampling, at least, the nebulous phenomenon known as 

“populism” seems to have played a key role in many voters’ decision to switch parties in 

the general election. 
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 Owing to the results of this survey and the discourse surrounding the election in 

general, I feel confident in identifying populism as a major component of these voters’ 

logic.  This being established, it will now be possible to make a close study of populism 

as these voters express it, compare it to the two established paradigms of populism-as-

phenomenon, and make a distinction as to which is the better fit. 
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The Theory, Revisited 

 

Is populism fundamentally ideological or discursive?  One paper on one election seems 

hardly sufficient to answer such a sweeping question, and yet the scholarship on the 

debate would tend to paint the question as zero-sum.  I have not yet come across any 

scholarship which posits a less-than-total claim as to populism’s nature.  Can a discourse 

have an ideological component?  How heavily can an ideology rely on a discourse and 

still be called an ideology?  The field of rhetorical criticism among all others seems to 

take special pleasure in blurring these lines, and so I will leave this question in the 

capable hands of a future scholar.  In the meantime, not being particularly keen on 

writing two senior theses in one semester, I intend to focus on which of these paradigms 

best accounts for the way that populism as a concept appears to have influenced this 

group of voters in this particular race. 

Populism as Ideology: A Refutation 

From the “ideology” side of the debate, the simplest explanation for this voting 

pattern is as follows: Populism, as an ideology, attracted adherents of populism from 

Sanders, a populist no longer in the race, to Trump, a populist still in the race.  This 

simplest of explanations is also more or less self-refuting given the ubiquitous “thin-

centered” qualifier used to explain the political flexibility of this “ideology.”  Populism, 

in other words, is noncomprehensive as a worldview.  It doesn’t have the answers to 

every political issue.  It cannot stand alone as a system of political belief, and so the idea 

that it would be the sole selling point for a candidate with a platform of controversial, 
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highly-partisan ideas is questionable at best.  But if a voter shared enough additional 

ideological ground with Sanders to warrant their support – as did the authors of many 

social-media posts I reviewed - they would likely have struggled to find similar common 

ground with Trump simply for the sake of accommodating their adherence to a flimsy 

ideology like populism.  Clinton, whose platform featured many policies which Sanders 

himself helped craft, would have been the natural choice, and yet my sample 

unanimously hesitated. 

 Of course, agreement on a comprehensive ideology is hardly a prerequisite for 

placing a vote for a given candidate.  So-called “single-issue voters” have long been part 

of our political jargon.  Could populism function like this?  It’s unlikely; political 

scholars define “issues” as “any questions of public policy which have been or are a 

matter of controversy and are sources of disagreement between political parties.”117  

That’s not to say that some ideologies can’t also function as issues: environmentalism, 

which Mudde terms a thin-centered ideology, definitely falls in this category.  The 

difference is that there are specific policies which might characterize an environmentalist 

candidate – a carbon tax, for example, or the creation of wildlife preserves.  Can the same 

be said of populism?  Besides general promises to create a change in “the system,” the 

answer is largely “no.” 

 There is a third explanation which might explain the Sanders-to-Trump bloc’s 

behavior along ideological lines.  Recall that, according to Mudde’s conceptualization of 

thin-centered ideologies, these can attach to other ideologies – be they thick- or thin-

centered – in order to create more comprehensive ones.  I think specifically of racism and 
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sexism, both of which have been theorized as ideological in nature,118 and both of which 

Trump was widely held as espousing.  Could it be that populism, combined with one or 

both of these forms of prejudice, was able to create a comprehensive-enough compound 

ideology to lure a truly “deplorable” subset of Sanders supporters over to Trump’s side?  

Sexist animosity towards Hillary Clinton, per Karlyn Kohrs Campbell, is nothing new,119 

and according to Joseph Lowndes, conservative populism as it has existed since Nixon’s 

“Silent Majority” is “racially-defined.”120 

 It perhaps bears reiterating here that my sample was by no means 

demographically homogenous.  Furthermore, there was no notable difference in the way 

that women or people of color interacted with themes of populism compared to the 

sample group at large.  Many people from all sampled demographics noted having voted 

for Obama or wished that circumstances allowed them to vote for Jill Stein.  This does 

not, of course, preclude internalized racism or sexism on the part of these respondents, 

but it would tend to complicate the narrative of ideological synergy.  The belief that one 

is part of a glorious “people” attempting to free themselves from powerful oppressors 

would seem to make a poor ally for the belief that one deserves to be oppressed.  Not 

impossible, perhaps, but I would not expect this particular compound ideology to 

demonstrate itself on any broad scale. 

 To be absolutely clear, none of this is to say that racism and sexism did not play a 

role in the election.  It is quite possible that, for example, the misogynist animosity 
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towards Clinton which Campbell proposes helped to create a picture of the former 

Secretary of State as “evil” and “corrupt.”  Likewise, notions of race might, as per 

Lowndes, be baked into our very conception of the oft-invoked “people.”  When one 

considers that the very basis of bigotry is the denial of humanity, it makes sense that a 

“people” would largely reflect the demographically privileged segments of society.  But 

if we consider the quite reasonable proposition that populism is, to one degree or another, 

intrinsically racist and sexist, it would border on redundancy to attempt to combine a 

populist ideology with either racism or sexism.  If the point of a compound ideology is to 

give breadth and substance to a thin-centered one, and if we assume that racism and 

sexism play a role within populism’s content and scope, then neither racism nor sexism 

as ideology has anything to add to populism as ideology. 

 At least in the instance of this election, the argument for populism as thin-

centered ideology shoots itself in the foot.  In order to be flexible enough to apply to both 

Trump’s and Sanders’ movements, this conception of populism becomes too flimsy to 

bridge the gap between the platforms for so many constituents. 

 

Populism as Discourse: An Explanation 

The question arises, then: does a discursive conception of populism do any better?  

To find out, we will need to examine the differences between the discourses surrounding 

the two candidates. 

 A general template for a populist narrative might read as follows:   

1. The establishment is oppressing the people.   

2. The people are good; therefore, the establishment is bad.   
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3. I, the leader, am the voice of the people against the establishment.   

4. I am not part of the establishment.  I will fight the establishment on behalf of the 

people. 

 

For Sanders, this template might be filled in as follows:  

1. Corporations and the wealthy are oppressing the people.  The politicians, whom 

they control, are helping them do it.  Hillary Clinton is one of these corrupt 

politicians. 

2. The people deserve to have good wages, a thriving environment, and healthcare.  

Corporations and the wealthy focus on personal profit at the expense of living 

wages, healthy ecosystems, and access to healthcare.  They are hurting the people 

for their own gain; therefore, they are evil. 

3. I represent a grassroots movement of people who want to change this.  Although 

we have little funding and face well-organized opposition from Hillary Clinton 

and the DNC, I will make sure that the will of the people is heard. 

4. I am not part of the establishment.  The DNC wouldn’t let me give a press 

conference in their headquarters, so I had to hold it on a side lawn at the Capitol.  

The head of the DNC is a Clinton crony.  E-mails have been released proving that 

I was discriminated against and that the cards were stacked in Clinton’s favor.  

The DNC hasn’t done any favors for me and so I am not beholden to them in any 

way. 

 

For Trump, it might go like this: 
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1. Big government and globalism are oppressing the people with their corruption.  

Hillary Clinton is a corrupt globalist politician. 

2. The people deserve to have jobs, cheap healthcare, and better enforcement of the 

country’s laws.  Big government and the globalists send jobs overseas, drive up 

the cost of healthcare, and allow criminals to commit crime unchecked.  They are 

hurting the people for their own gain; therefore, they are evil. 

3. I represent a grassroots movement of people who want to change this.  Although 

we have little funding and face well-organized opposition from Hillary Clinton, 

the DNC, and the media, I will make sure that the will of the people is heard. 

4. I am not part of the establishment.  Many people are against me even within my 

own party.  The press treats me unfairly.  I do not talk nicely like the 

establishment does and do not feel the need to pander to the rich, powerful elites.  

I am rich and can fund my own campaign, so I do not need to curry favor with the 

establishment and am not beholden to them in any way. 

 

To combine these in terms of the commonalities between the two discourses: 

1. Powerful elites and elements within the government are oppressing the people.  

Hillary Clinton, a corrupt politician, is a part of the problem. 

2. The people deserve to have their interests represented.  These interests include 

good jobs and better healthcare.  The corrupt establishment works to further their 

own interests at the expense of the people’s best interest in these areas.  They are 

hurting the people for their own gain; therefore, they are evil. 
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3. I represent a grassroots movement of people who want to change this.  Although 

we have little funding and face well-organized opposition from Hillary Clinton 

and the DNC, I will make sure that the will of the people is heard. 

4. I am not a part of the establishment.  Even elements within my own party are 

against me, so I am not beholden to anybody but you, the people. 

 

It’s not a stretch to say that many of Sanders’ supporters internalized this narrative of the 

election, and therefore faced a difficult dilemma when Sanders ultimately conceded the 

primary.  On the one hand, Clinton might have been a closer match to Sanders than 

Trump was in terms of policy.  On the other hand, supporting Clinton would mean 

disassembling the mental framework outlined above, in which Clinton plays such a 

central role as both an antagonist and a foil.  Clinton could only pay lip service to the first 

two points; she could not lay claim to either of the last two.   

 Clinton was endorsed by Sanders in the end, but did that endear her to his 

constituents?  To some, perhaps; for this subset, it appears to have done more to harm his 

image than to help hers.  To see the self-proclaimed populist champion kowtowing to the 

woman he had discursively framed as the antithesis of his movement would, for those 

who had internalized the narrative, call Sanders’ overall sincerity into question. 

 Sanders supporters were ultimately left with two options: fundamentally shift 

their political worldview away from this discursive structure in order to stomach Clinton, 

or keep it largely intact and replace Sanders with Trump.  Given the dearth of ideological 

common ground between many of these Sanders supporters and Trump himself, the 

choice wasn’t necessarily an easy one – the tired “lesser of two evils” paradigm is called 
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to mind.  But for this particular voting bloc, it was simpler to ignore Trump’s faults than 

to give quarter to the establishment which Clinton exemplified.  The narrative “people” 

would be heard by means of a new – if imperfect – champion, and, perhaps more 

importantly, a common enemy and everything she had come to symbolize would be 

denied the highest office in the land. 

 The discursive model is at once ideologically flexible enough to encompass both 

candidates’ platforms and a strong-enough organizing force to create rhetorical continuity 

between the two.  When it comes to explaining the vote-switching phenomenon, 

populism as discourse accomplishes what populism as ideology cannot.  In fact, if we are 

to term populism the deciding factor which compelled Sanders voters to ultimately throw 

their support behind Trump – and based on my analysis, I feel confident in concluding 

that it largely is – then we are ultimately forced to conclude that populism, insofar as it is 

one thing, is discursive.
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The Implications 

 

What does it mean to conclude that populism, as a discourse, played such a key 

role in the 2016 presidential race?  

 For pundits everywhere – armchair or otherwise – it doesn’t provide a new piece 

of the 2016 puzzle so much as clarify an enigma which had heretofore been wedged 

rather inelegantly into the prevailing explanatory framework.  The Internet produces a 

reliable bumper crop of “THIS IS YOUR FAULT, BERNIE VOTERS!” posts whenever 

the Trump administration rolls out an unpopular or objectionable policy; the paradigm 

which I propose will hopefully shed light on the motivations of these favorite scapegoats. 

 For politics in general, and for the upcoming 2020 election cycle in particular, it 

means a hard look at the conceptions surrounding party loyalty.  That such loyalty cannot 

be taken for granted was proven on the night of the election.  The notion of the lines 

along which it can transfer, however, must now be reevaluated.  I believe that a 

successful candidate in 2020 will ultimately have to grasp and work within this “new” 

sort of voter logic, identifying and co-opting these populist frameworks as they appeared 

in 2016 and as they will appear among fellow candidates in the upcoming race. 

 For the scholarship around populism, it’s certainly an incendiary proposition.  I 

don’t flatter myself that an undergraduate thesis will bring any sort of screeching halt to 

this longstanding academic tiff.  But I hope that even if my readers disagree with my 

conclusions, they see a certain merit in my case-study methodology.  Galileo had the 

luxury of dropping anvils out tower windows to prove his doubters wrong; the “soft 

sciences” have developed statistics-bolstered protocols for testing any number of 
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hypotheses.  We in the humanities are not always afforded this same opportunity to 

situate our work in the “real world” or make definitive claims, but I think that, when 

possible, we should seek to analyze theory through the lens of reality rather than vice 

versa. 

 And for the discipline of rhetoric studies, it represents – well, “relevance” is 

perhaps the wrong word, but a broadly appreciable utility in the current political moment.  

It posits that “rhetoric” in the political context is not synonymous with “hot air”, but in 

fact encompasses the sort of discursive maneuvering that can flip entire states red or blue.  

Rhetorical theory as a field of analysis finds itself holding the key to some of the most 

relevant and perplexing political phenomena of our time. Rhetoric, the timid attic-dweller 

of the humanities household, is the girl whose foot fits the glass slipper.   

 Or, should the discipline care to disregard these broad grandiosities and indulge in 

a bit of scholarly pettiness, it means that the ball is back in Mr. Mudde’s court.
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